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HSE 1

1.

Maximum marks :80
Time 2.30 hrs.

Imagine that you are the secretary of the soual club of your school, as a part of it you.
Are asked to prepare there slogans against the consumption liquor anol allohol.
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Albert Schweiizer provides medical care to the poor natives in French Equatorion
Afroca. You are impressed by the great sacrifice of Schuweitzer. Write a letter to
him Congratulating his efforts (75 words)
Hints : Humanitarian, works of Schweifzer his great sacrifice the greatness of his
Work how do you rate him)
.
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Construct a dialogue between the blundman and the dancing girl in the story
“ Lifting the veil” 5 exchanges each.
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A hunger strike has been announced in Guptakashi. Imagine you are a reporter
Of an English daily, send to cover the strike. Prepare a report to be published in
Your newspaper in about 120 words.
Read and relish the following Poem Place in Peace.
O, I am tired and bored of life what a life with so much strife life in town is tens
And thens. How to run and bounce this fence? Curse I that day when I came,
Seeking lot of fun and fame, what a blunder have I done Know I want to leave
the town. What a place to pray in peace. That is by seek I bees and trees want to
free from puff and dust. That is by love a hamlet just
(hamlet : Village)
Don’t you find any similarities between this poem by an unknown Poet and
The poem “lake Isle of Innis free by W.B Yeats. Compare and contrast the two
poems.
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6.

Imagine that you have noticed a lot of changes in the environment in your locality.
You have observed climatic changes, building high rise flats, leveling of paddy fields
etc. Prepare a write up high lighting these changes the cause and remedies in about
120 words.
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7.

There is a saying in Tamil, “A Frog destroys if self by croaking”. When we
Analyse most of the incidents of atrocities against women. We see that women
themselves have played their roles in inviting such atrocities.
In the name of modernity, they go beyond the limit of our culture and ethics,
in the matter of dressing. There are Beauty contests and fashion shows to nurture
their desire. If you are asked to write an article on the issue a catchy title to your article.
6
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8.

The English club of your school going to conduct a seminar on “English as
a global language” You have to deliver the Keynote address stressing the
Importance of English in todays world. Prepare a speech drawing a ideas and facts from
“Evoluation of English”
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9.

Dr. Vandana Shiva Visits your school on the World Environment Day. Your are
Asked to conduct an interview with her. Prepare five questions and answers.
5
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11.

Imagine that one of the famous film star in Malayalam is missing. Prepare a
T.V. message describing him/her
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You visited Bangalore as per the following itinerary. Now write a travelogue with
The help of it, record your observations, feelings, experiences, impressions, etc
In about 100 words.
Day 1 : 9pm Day 2 : 5am 8am 10am 12pm 1pm 2pm 4Pm 6pm 10pm -

Departure from school
Arrival at Bangalore
Break fast
Visweswarayya Museum
Lal Bag
Lunch
Cubbon park
Shopping
Planetarium
Return
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12.

13.

Your class is staging the play. “The Never Never Nest”, to raise funds for
Your school building. Prepare a notice giving details of the performance and
Rates of tickets.
Prepare a brochure to attract foreign tourists to your village. Include details .
Like landscape, rivers, boating facilities, food, native dance forms and places
Of historical importance.
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